A Custom Base for using the EMI/Thorn 9816B Photomultiplier Tube
with the Products for Research Model TE-182 ThermoelectricallyCooled PMT Housing for Ultra-Low Light Level Experiments
David Prutchi, Ph.D., May 2021
I’ve been planning some experiments with single-photon and ultra-low light levels. For these experiments
I want the collection area to be large and for the detector to have very broad spectral response, so my
preference is to use a photomultiplier tube (PMT) instead of a “silicon photomultiplier” avalanche singlephoton detector.
I found a brand new EMI 9816B PMT on eBay® which meets my requirements. The 9816B is a 51 mm (2”)
diameter end-window photomultiplier, with an S20 infrared-sensitive photocathode (Figure 1), and 14
BeCu dynodes of linear focused design. This tube features a very high gain of 25x106 A/lm under nominal
conditions (2,200V) with a quantum efficiency of 21% at the peak response wavelength.

Figure 1 - Typical spectral response of the EMI 9816 PMT

Integration time, and ultimately resolution and sensitivity for detecting single-photons or ultra-weak light
levels are dependent on the noise floor (dark counts) which is a function of temperature. Cooling the PMT
dramatically reduces its dark current and counts.
I bought a surplus thermoelectrically-cooled housing by Products for Research (Model TE-182) which is
made for 2” end-window PMTs. Specifications for this housing are shown in Table 1
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Table 1 – Products for Research TE-182 thermoelectrically-cooled PMT housing specifications

Guaranteed ΔT - Ambient air to photocathode
Cool down time to stability of photocathode
Window material
Weight
Power requirements
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> 40°C with ambient air warmer than 0°C
2 hours
Quartz
Chamber - 13 lbs. (5.9 kg)
Power supply - 13 lbs. (5.9 kg)
85 Watts at either 115 V~, 50/60 Hz or 220 V~,
50/60 Hz
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I could not find a surplus base for the EMI 9816B 14-dynode PMT, so I decided to buy a surplus base for a
different tube and modify it for the 9816B. Clearing the inside of the base was a very messy affair. This
is because the dynode voltage divider chain is partially potted in silicone, and the rest of the base is filled
with expanding thermal-isolation foam. Part of the base is made of plastic, so the use of harsh chemical
solvents or heat to remove the silicone rubber and expanding foam were not possible. I thus had to use
a scalpel and dental picks to remove all this insulation and be able to disassemble the tube socket.
I built a new divider on a piece of phenolic breadboard according to the schematic of Figure 2. The base
is wired for high voltage (-2,300V) applied to the cathode (through a 33kΩ resistor). The dynode_1-todynode_14 divider is built with 330kΩ resistors. As suggested by EMI, the cathode-to-focus (and
dynode_1) is set at a fixed 300V difference using two 150V Zener diodes in series. Figure 3 shows the
modified base.

Figure 2 – Schematic diagram of base for the EMI 9816B PMT.

I set up the test system shown in Figure 4 to characterize the dark current / dark counts of the system. I
used a Matsusada precision high voltage power supply to power the PMT and measured the anode current
by connecting the Anode output directly to a Signal Recovery model 5182 current-mode preamplifier set
to a gain of 10-5 A/V. The amplifier’s output was measured using a Fluke 187 DVM in mV scale. I measured
the pulse rate by connecting the Anode output to a home-made PMT processor at maximum gain (X10
input, X10 secondary) and acquired by a Princeton Applied Research model 1122 Photon
Counter/Processor sampling at 0.1 Hz (10s integration time).
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Figure 3 – Products for Research PMT base modified for the EMI 9816B PMT. A) View inside the modified base before filling with
thermal insulation foam showing the dynode resistor divider ladder. B) The 19-pin PMT socket is held in place with a custom
aluminum bracket. C) The PMT mounted on the base before it is placed in the thermoelectrically-cooled housing.
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Figure 4 – Dark current / dark counts test setup for the cooled PMT system.

Results from a characterization run are shown in Table 2. The room-temperature dark current agrees with
the specified value. A very dramatic drop in dark current and dark count rate can be observed when the
PMT is cooled.
Table 2 – Specified and measured performance of the EMI 9812. Measurements were not performed multiple times to account
for drift and other errors, so these are presented only to show the dramatic effect of cooling on dark current and counts.

Dark current at nominal 2,200V
Dark current at maximum sensitivity
2,300V [A/lm]
Dark count rate at nominal 2,200V

Dark count rate at maximum sensitivity
2,300V
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Spec (@20°C)

Measured at
~23°C

50 nA typ, 500
nA max
100 nA

47 nA

Measured with TE
cooler on,
stabilized
>20 nA

67 nA

>20 nA

15,000 count/s
but minimum
pulse height not
specified
Not specified

61,000 counts/s

1,800 counts/s

83,000 counts/s

790 counts/s
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APPENDIX I – High-resolution view of Figure 2
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APPENDIX I – EMI 9816B PMT Specifications from EMI 1972
PMT Supplement and from ET Enterprises
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51 mm (2") photomultiplier
9816B series data sheet
1 description

6 characteristics

The 9816B is a 51mm (2”) diameter end window photomultiplier,
with S20 infra-red sensitive photocathode, and 14 BeCu
dynodes of linear focused design.

unit
photocathode: S20
active diameter
mm
quantum efficiency at peak
%
luminous sensitivity
µA/lm
with CB filter
with CR filter
with IR filter
dynodes: 14LFBeCu
anode sensitivity in divider B:
nominal anode sensitivity
A/lm
max. rated anode sensitivity
A/lm
overall V for nominal A/lm
V
overall V for max. rated A/lm
V
6
gain at nominal A/lm
x 10
dark current at 20 ºC:
dc at nominal A/lm
nA
dc at max. rated A/lm
nA
-1
dark count rate
s
pulsed linearity (-5% deviation):
divider A
mA
divider B
mA
µA
rate effect ( Ia for ∆g/g=1%):
magnetic field sensitivity:
the field for which the output
decreases by 50 %
-4
most sensitive direction
T x 10
-1
temperature coefficient:
% ºC
timing:
single electron rise time
ns
single electron fwhm
ns
single electron jitter (fwhm)
ns
transit time
ns
weight:
g
maximum ratings:
anode current
µA
cathode current
nA
6
gain
x 10
sensitivity
A/lm
temperature
°C
(1)
V (k-a)
V
V (k-d1)
V
(2)
V (d-d)
V
ambient pressure (absolute)
kPa

2 applications
high energy physics studies
low light level detection

3 features
•
•

high gain
high pulsed linearity

4 window characteristics
9816B
borosilicate
spectral range *(nm)
refractive index (nd)
K
Th
U

290 - 870
1.49

(ppm)
(ppb)
(ppb)

300
250
100

* wavelength range over which quantum efficiency exceeds 1 % of peak

5 typical spectral response curves
(1)

subject to not exceeding max. rated sensitivity

max

46
21
200
9
90
12

120

5000
10000
2200
2300
25

2500

50
100
15000

500

50
150
1

1
± 0.5
2
3
2.2
46
180
100
1000
50
10000
60
3000
500
450
202

-80

(2)

subject to not exceeding max rated V(k-a)

7 typical voltage gain characteristics
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divider A

100
A/ l m

quant um ef f i ci ency %

30
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divider B
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gai n

•
•

min

8 voltage divider distribution
k

d1 d2

11 ordering information

d11 d12 d13 d14

A 300V R
B 300V R

9816B series data sheet
page 2

a

R R R
R R
R 1.25R 1.5R 2R 3R

Standard
High Pulsed
linearity

note: focus connected to d1
Characteristics contained in this data sheet refer to divider B
unless stated otherwise.

The 9816B meets the specification given in this data sheet.
You may order variants by adding a suffix to the type number.
You may also order options by adding a suffix to the type
number. You may order product with specification options
by discussing your requirements with us. If your selection
option is for one-off order, then the product will be referred to
as 9816A. For a repeat order, ET Enterprises will give the
product a two digit suffix after the letter B, for example B21.
This identifies your specific requirement.

9816

9 external dimensions mm
The drawings below show the 9816B in hardpin format and
the 9816KB with the B20 cap fitted.

base options
K

options
E

electrostatic shielding
see drawing below
electromagnetic shielding
see drawing below
supplied with spectral
response calibration

S

51.5 max

capped

M

specification options
B
A
153 ± 3

170 ± 3

as given in data sheet
single order to
selected specification
repeat order to
selected specification

Bnn

52.6 max with
electromagnetic shielding

52.3 max with
electrostatic shielding

18
max

12.7
max

16.5
max

46 max

conductive coating
(for E option)
mumetal* shield
(for S option)

10 base configuration (viewed from below)

B19A

B20

B19A hardpin base
(for 9816B)

B20 cap
(for 9816KB)

‘ic’ indicates an internal connection

‘ic’ indicates an internal connection

note: connect f to d1

note: connect f to d1

Our range of B19A sockets is available to suit the hardpin
base. Our range of B20 sockets is available to suit the B20
cap. Both socket ranges include versions with or without a
mounting flange, and versions with contacts for mounting
directly onto printed circuit boards.

insulating sleeve
(for E & S options)

12 voltage dividers
The standard voltage dividers available for these pmts are
tabulated below:
9816B 9816KB

k

d1 d2

d10 d11 d12 d13 d14 a
R

C638A

C643A

3R

R

R

C638B

C643B

3R

R

R 1.25R 1.5R 2R 3R

C638C

C643C

300 V

R

R

C638D

C643D

300 V

R

R 1.25R 1.5R 2R 3R

R = 330 k Ω

R
R

R
R

R
R

R

note: focus connected to d1

*mumetal is a registered trademark of Magnetic Shield Corporation
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choose accessories for this pmt on our website

an ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 registered company
The company reserves the right to modify these designs and specifications without notice.
Developmental devices are intended for evaluation and no obligation is assumed for future
manufacture. While every effort is made to ensure accuracy of published information the
company cannot be held responsible for errors or consequences arising therefrom.
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